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Background of the research

Scope of this report:

Geography Products Technology providers Case studies
Global Process orchestration 14 leading process orchestration 

technology providers
Five enterprise case studies

Enterprises’ adoption of Intelligent Automation (IA) technologies has been increasing steadily over the past few years. As enterprises scale up their digital transformation initiatives, a vast 
majority of them face numerous challenges to manage the digital workers in addition to various software applications. Enterprise process orchestration solutions help in addressing these 
challenges by connecting multiple disparate systems and applications across one platform while orchestrating tasks between the robotic and human workforce. These solutions help better 
manage human+machine dynamics and orchestrate the flow of work across the hybrid workforce to realize greater business value from investments in digital technologies. Thus, process 
orchestration solutions find a wide variety of use cases from different business functions and verticals.

In this report, we assess the state of the process orchestration software vendor market and focus on:
 Process orchestration market overview
 Process orchestration adoption by enterprises
 Product capabilities and solution characteristics
 Process orchestration technology provider landscape
 Outlook for 2021-22
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 Process orchestration software provides capabilities for design and management of end-to-end processes along with process and 
workforce insights

 Process orchestration solutions offer myriad benefits including cost and operational efficiencies, leading to greater demand among 
enterprises

 Key applications driving the adoption of process orchestration solutions range from process standardization and workflow automation to 
hybrid workforce management 

Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:

 Process orchestration market size was estimated to be US$1,800-1,830 million in 2020 and is expected to grow at a rate of 25-30% over 
the next two years, with the market showing strong recovery after the impact of COVID-19

 Banking & capital markets and insurance sectors are the largest adopters of process orchestration solutions and account for 22% and 12% 
of the process orchestration market, respectively

 North America is the largest market for process orchestration solutions with over 50% market share, while LATAM and the UK markets are 
growing rapidly

Process orchestration market 
size and adoption trends

 Internal resistance, lack of stakeholder alignment, measuring RoI, lack of overall process visibility, and inadequate technology awareness 
are the main barriers to process orchestration adoption

Process orchestration adoption 
by enterprises

This research provides process orchestration buyers, software providers, and third-party enablers (service providers and system integrators) a detailed view of the process orchestration 
market and analyzes it across dimensions, including market size and adoption trends, solution characteristics, product capabilities, enterprise case studies, technology provider landscape, 
and outlook for 2021-22.

Introduction to process 
orchestration

Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages (page 1 of 2)
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 Process orchestration software includes different capabilities such as process design and execution, business rules and decision
management, low-code/no-code user interface development, hybrid workforce management, monitoring and analytics, and other ancillary 
capabilities

 Process orchestration providers leverage technology partners and services partners primarily for complementary capabilities, reselling, and 
product implementation

 User-based pricing is the most prevalent model in the market and fixed-fee pricing is the most adopted model by enterprises

 The process orchestration landscape is fragmented with multiple types of providers catering to the need for managing processes better
 Process orchestration solutions are differentiated based on five parameters: process management capabilities, hybrid workforce 

management capabilities, implementation and support, market success, and portfolio mix
 Appian, Kofax, and Nintex occupy the majority share in the process orchestration software market
 Appian, Kofax, and Nintex are among the leading providers across all major industries and geographies

Process orchestration 
technology provider landscape

Product capabilities and
solution characteristics

Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages (page 2 of 2)

 To deploy the transformation initiatives at scale, enterprises need to overcome siloed operations and better manage the interplay between 
various systems – resulting in an increased demand for process orchestration solutions 

 Cloud-based deployments are gaining traction due to their scalable architecture, easier accessibility, reduced overhead investment, and 
lower cost and effort of infrastructure management

 Due to COVID-19, enterprises are looking for faster deployments, which has led process orchestration providers to accelerate the
development of pre-built function-, vertical-, and technology-specific packaged solutions

Outlook for 2021-22
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Understanding enterprise process orchestration software Process orchestration software market size

Product capabilities and solution characteristics Process orchestration technology provider landscape

This study offers six distinct chapters providing a deep dive into key aspects of process 
orchestration market; below are four charts to illustrate the depth of the report

Client training 
& support

Partner 
ecosystem

Deployment 
models

Product 
capabilities

Commercial 
model

Process orchestration solution characteristics
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This study also provides detailed view of 14 technology providers’ process orchestration 
offerings & capabilities as well as key strengths and limitations
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